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nowTitle
Book
50 Cents and a Dream: Young
Booker T. Washington

Author
Jabari Asim

A Book of Seasons (bilingual)

Status
Not
available
nowordered

Lexile
NC650L

available

Grade
PreK-4

PreK-3

A Lime, A Mime and A Pool of Slime
- more nouns
Words are CATegorical Series:
A Mink, A Fink, a Skating Rink - Noun
Words are CATegorical Series:A

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

A to Z Mysteries The Absent Author

Rob Roy

available

510L

1-4

A to Z Mysteries The Falcon's
Feathers

Rob Roy

available

510L

1-4

A to Z Mysteries The Runaway Race
Horse

Rob Roy

available

510L

1-4

Abuela

Arthur
Dorros

available

510L

PreK-2

Action of Subtraction, The

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Description
Born into slavery, young Booker T. Washington could only
dream of learning to read and write. After emancipation,
Booker began a five-hundred-mile journey, mostly on foot, to
Hampton Institute, taking his first of many steps towards a
college degree. When he arrived, he had just fifty cents in his
pocket and a dream about to come true. The young slave who
once waited outside of the schoolhouse would one day become
a legendary educator of freedmen.
A colorful book describing the fun of the different seasons. Text
is in both English and Spanish.
The cats are back with their comical examples to drive home to
readers just what a noun is. Specific types of nouns―such as
abstract nouns and proper nouns―are also introduced in this
giggle-a-page expansion on the topic.
What is a noun? It's easier to show than explain―and this book
is brimming with examples. Author Brian Cleary and illustrator
Jenya Prosmitsky creatively clarify the concept of nouns for
young readers. Nouns are printed in color for easy
identification, and the playful rhymes and illustrations combine
to highlight key words.
Kids love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions! With
over 8 million copies in print, the A to Z Mysteries® have been
hooking chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for
years. Now this classic kid favorite is back with a bright new
look!
Kids love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions! With
over 8 million copies in print, the A to Z Mysteries® have been
hooking chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for
years. Now this classic kid favorite is back with a bright new
look!
Kids love collecting the entire alphabet and super editions! With
over 8 million copies in print, the A to Z Mysteries® have been
hooking chapter book readers on mysteries and reading for
years. Now this classic kid favorite is back with a bright new
look!
Come join Rosalba and her grandmother, her abuela, on a
magical journey as they fly over the streets, sights, and people
of New York City which sparkles below. The story is narrated in
English, and sprinkled with Spanish phrases as Abuela points
out places that they explore together. The exhilaration in
Rosalba’s and Abuela's story is magnified by the loving bond
that only a grandmother and granddaughter can share.

Silly rhymes and fun cartoon characters help
to teach subtraction in a fun way!

All By Myself

Mercer
Mayer

available

AD230L

PreK-2

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible,
No Good, Very Bad Day

Judith Viorst

available

AD840L

K-4

Ammulet #1 – The Stone Keeper

Kazu Kibushi

Available
– limited
number

GN3106

3-7

Anasi the Spider

Gerald
McDermot

available

AD430L

PreK-2

Animal Tracks

Arthur
Dorros

available

510L

K-4

Ant Cities

Arthur
Dorros

available

510L

K-4

Mercer Mayer’s Little Critter wants to show you all the things
he can do for himself in this classic, funny, and heartwarming
book. Whether he’s tying his shoes, coloring a picture, or riding
his bike, both parents and children alike will relate to this
beloved story. A perfect way to teach children about
independence
Alexander could tell it was going to be a terrible, horrible, no
good, very bad day. He went to sleep with gum in his mouth
and woke up with gum in his hair. When he got out of bed, he
tripped over his skateboard and by mistake dropped his
sweater in the sink while the water was running. He could tell it
was going to be a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day.
It was a terrible, horrible, no good, very bad day. Nothing at all
was right. Everything went wrong, right down to lima beans for
supper and kissing on TV.What do you do on a day like that?
Well, you may think about going to Australia. You may also be
glad to find that some days are like that for other people too.
Graphic novel star Kazu Kibuishi creates a world of terrible,
man-eating demons, a mechanical rabbit, a talking fox, a giant
robot---and two ordinary children on a mission.
After the tragic death of their father, Emily and Navin move
with their mother to the home of her deceased greatgrandfather, but the strange house proves to be dangerous.
Before long, a sinister creature lures the kids' mom through a
door in the basement. Em and Navin, desperate not to lose her,
follow her into an underground world inhabited by demons,
robots, and talking animals.Eventually, they enlist the help of a
small mechanical rabbit named Miskit. Together with Miskit,
they face the most terrifying monster of all, and Em finally has
the chance to save someone she loves.
Anansi the Spider is one of the great folk heroes of the world.
He is a rogue, a mischief maker, and a wise, lovable creature
who triumphs over larger foes.In this traditional Ashanti tale,
Anansi sets out on a long, difficult journey. Threatened by Fish
and Falcon, he is saved from terrible fates by his sons. But
which of his sons should Anansi reward? Calling upon Nyame,
the God of All Things, Anansi solves his predicament in a
touching and highly resourceful fashion.
Introduces the tracks and signs left by various animals, including
the raccoon, duck, frog, black bear, and human.
Arthur Dorros is the writer of many popular books, a number of
which he also illustrated
In this Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children
(NSTA/CBC), Arthur Dorros uses simple, easy-to-understand
words and colorful illustrations to guide early readers on the life
of a harvester ant—and even shows readers how to build their
own ant farms.

Apples to Oregon

Deborah
Hopkinson

Limited
numbers

840L

PreK-3

Art Lesson

Tomie
dePaola

available

AD590L

PreK-2

Back to School Fright from the Black
Lagoon

Mike Thaler

Limited
numbers

660L

2-5

Bad Seed, The

Jory John

Not
available
now ordered

510L

PreK-3

Bad Kitty gets a bath

Nick Bruel

Not
available
now ordered

AD250L

Prek-2

Bad Kitty does not like dogs

Nick Bruel

Limited
Numbers

AD250L

Prek-2

When Papa decides to pull up roots and move from Iowa to
Oregon, he can’t bear to leave his precious apple trees behind.
Or his peaches, plums, grapes, cherries, and pears. Oh, and he
takes his family along too.
But the trail is cruel. First there’s a river to cross that’s wider
than Texas, then there are hailstones as big as plums, and then
there’s even a drought, sure to crisp the cherries. Luckily
Delicious (the nonedible apple of Daddy’s eye) won’t let
anything stop her father’s darling saps from tasting the sweet
Oregon soil.
Tommy knows he wants to be an artist when he grows up. He
can't wait to get to school and have real art lessons. When
Tommy gets to school and finds out that the art lessons are full
of "rules", he is surprised and dismayed. How the wise art
teacher finds a way to give Tommy the freedom to create and
stay within the "rules" makes a wonderfully perceptive picture
book about growing up and keeping one's individuality.
For Hubie, getting ready to go back to school is worse than
actually going to class. His mom picks out all the wrong clothes,
he gets shots from his doctor, and there are rumors of a new
teacher worse than any other.
This is a book about a bad seed. A baaaaaaaaaad seed. How
bad? Do you really want to know? He has a bad temper, bad
manners, and a bad attitude. He's been bad since he can
remember! With Jory John's charming and endearing text and
bold expressive illustrations by Pete Oswald, here is The Bad
Seed: a funny yet touching tale that reminds us of the
remarkably transformative power of will, acceptance, and just
being you. Perfect for young readers, as well as anyone
navigating their current world, The Bad Seed proves that
positive change is possible for each and every one of us.
Bad Kitty really needs a bath, and she is forced to take one in
this hysterical new illustrated how-to for young readers. The
following are some items you will need for Kitty's bath: one
bathtub, plenty of water, dry towels, a suit of armor, a letter to
your loved ones, clean underwear (because stressful situations
can cause "accidents"), an ambulance in your driveway with the
engine running, and, oh, yeah, you'll also need Kitty . . . but
good luck with that! Kitty is at her worst in this riotous how-to
guide filled with bad smells, cautionary tales of horror, and
hopefully by the end . . . some soap.
Kitty wants to take a nap. Kitty always wants to take a nap. But
Puppy wants to play! Can Kitty convince Puppy that sleeping is
far more fun than playing? Find out in this riotous story
featuring your favorite cranky cat and his slobbery nemesiscomplete with a full page of stickers, perfect for you to stick all
over your pals as they sleep.

Bad Kitty does not like snow

Nick Bruel

Not
available
now ordered

AD250L

Prek-2

Bad Kitty Drawn to Trouble

Nick Bruel

Limited
Numbers

AD250L

Prek-2

Bad Kitty School Daze

Nick Bruel

Limited
Numbers

AD250L

Prek-2

Beauty and the Beast (not Disney) –
a retelling of the story in the style of
Western African culture

H. Chuku Lee

available

Because of Winn Dixie (Chapter
Book)

Kate
DeCamillo

Limited
Numbers

670L

3-7

Biblioburro

Jeanette
Winter

available

AD540L

1-4

Biscuit’s Day at the Farm

Alyssa Satin
Capucilli

available

160L

PreK-3

PreK-3

Snow is wet.
Snow is cold.
Snow is slippery.
Okay. Bad Kitty can handle this. She'll just put on her snow gear
and try. . . in Nick Bruel's Bad Kitty Does Not Like Snow.
Kitty encounters what may be her most formidable foe yet: her
creator! Kitty soon learns that feline manipulation works both
ways―especially when you're at the wrong end of your
author's pencil. Along the way, Nick shows kids how a book is
created, despite the frequent interruptions from you-knowwho.
Kitty and Puppy are out of control! They're screaming, fighting,
hissing, and drooling all over the house, and all of the
commotion is upsetting Baby. Time for school―obedience
school, that is. Can Kitty learn to follow the rules and make
friends with the other students or will she bring chaos to the
classroom?
In this remarkable retelling of Beauty and the Beast, awardwinning illustrator Pat Cummings creates an enchanted fairytale world flavored by the art, architecture, and culture of West
Africa, while writer H. Chuku Lee stays true to the story of this
beloved classic. With breathtaking palatial settings inspired by
the Dogon tribe of Mali and dazzling costumes reminiscent of
the clothing seen on Cummings's own trip to Africa, Beauty and
the Beast becomes so much more than just a story—it's a visual
and cultural experience.
One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal Buloni goes down to
the local supermarket for some groceries—and comes home
with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no ordinary dog. It’s because of
Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends. And it’s because
of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask her father about her
mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits,
just about everything that happens that summer is because of
Winn-Dixie.
A man, his burros, and his books bring joy to children in remote
Colombian villages in this inspiring book based on a true story
by celebrated picture book creator Jeanette Winter. Luis loves
to read, but soon his house in Colombia is so full of books
there’s barely room for the family. What to do? Then he comes
up with the perfect solution—a traveling library! He buys two
donkeys—Alfa and Beto—and travels with them throughout the
land, bringing books and reading to the children in faraway
villages
Join Biscuit at the farm. Biscuit is going to help out on the farm
today and can’t wait to feed all of the farm animals. He makes

Biscuit Finds a Friend

Alyssa Satin
Capucilli
Alyssa Satin
Capucilli

Limited
Numbers
available

160L

PreK-3

160L

PreK-3

Biscuit Plays Ball

Alyssa Satin
Capucilli

available

160L

PreK-3

Biscuit Loves the Library

Alyssa Satin
Capucilli

Not
available
now ordered

160L

PreK-3

Biscuit Loves the Park

Alyssa Satin
Capucilli

available

160L

PreK-3

Biscuit Goes to School

Alyssa Satin
Capucilli

available

160L

PreK-3

Blackout

John Rocco

available

330L

Prek-2

Bud Not Buddy (Chapter book)

Christopher
Paul Curtis

Limited
numbers

950L

3-7

Biscuit in the Garden

friends with the hens, the geese, and even an eager little piglet
who wants to follow him everywhere!
Biscuit is back—and he's got a new friend! In this charming My
First I Can Read book, everyone's favorite puppy Biscuit meets
an adorable lost duckling.
Biscuit is excited to explore the garden. From the prettiest
flowers to the smallest bugs, there's so much to see. And the
little puppy even finds his own special way to add to the
garden's bounty!
Biscuit is excited to be at the ball game, but no dogs are allowed
in the game itself. He doesn't just want to watch, though—
Biscuit wants to play ball, too! Can the determined puppy find a
way to join in the fun?
It's Read to a Pet Day at the library! There are so many fun
things to see and do! Biscuit plays with story-time puppets,
visits with friends, and listens to recorded books. Before he
goes, a librarian helps him find the activity that he loves most of
all. This joyful story will help cultivate a love of books and
libraries in children who are learning to read.
When Biscuit goes chasing a ball and at first doesn’t come back,
where could that little yellow puppy be? Young readers will love
reading about all the fun things Biscuit gets up to at the bustling
park.
Biscuit can't wait to go to school! Even though no dogs are
allowed, he is determined to see and do everything that takes
place at school. But what will happen when the teacher
discovers a puppy in the classroom? Reassuring and sweet,
Biscuit Goes to School is an excellent choice to share with little
ones getting ready for preschool, kindergarten, or first grade.
One hot summer night in the city, all the power goes out. The
TV shuts off and a boy wails, "Mommm!" His sister can no
longer use the phone, Mom can't work on her computer, and
Dad can't finish cooking dinner. What's a family to do? When
they go up to the roof to escape the heat, they find the lights-in stars that can be seen for a change--and so many neighbors
it's like a block party in the sky! On the street below, people are
having just as much fun--talking, rollerblading, and eating ice
cream before it melts. The boy and his family enjoy being not so
busy for once. They even have time to play a board game
together. When the electricity is restored, everything can go
back to normal . . . but not everyone likes normal. The boy
switches off the lights, and out comes the board game again.
It’s 1936, in Flint Michigan. Times may be hard, and 10-year-old
Bud may be a motherless boy on the run, but Bud’s got a few
things going for him:
He has his own suitcase full of special things.

Build Dogs Build

James
Horvath

Not
available
now ordered
Limited
Numbers

PreK-3

Bunnicula

Deborah
Howe

Bunny Cakes

Rosemary
Wells

available

Boy Who Harnessed the Wind

William
Kamkwamba

available

850L

Gr1-4

Butterflies Belong Hear: A Story of
One Idea, Thirty Kids and a World of
Butterflies

Deborah
Hopkinson

780L

K-3

Captain Awesome Soccer Star

Stan Kirby

Not
available
Now ordered
Limited
numbers

700L

2-5
Prek-1

K-4

He’s the author of Bud Caldwell’s Rules and Things for Having a
Funner Life and Making a Better Liar Out of Yourself.
His momma never told him who his father was, but she left a
clue: flyers advertising Herman E. Calloway and his famous
band, the Dusky Devastators of the Depression!!!!!!
Bud’s got an idea that those flyers will lead him to his father.
Once he decides to hit the road to find this mystery man,
nothing can stop him - not hunger, not fear, not vampires, not
even Herman E. Calloway himself.
Top dog Duke and his crew of construction-worker dogs are
ready to knock down an old building and build up a shiny new
one. With cranes, bulldozers, dump trucks, and cement mixers
all on the job, these busy dogs have a lot to do. Will they finish
the new building in time?
Beware the Hare! Is he or isn't he a vampire? Before it's too
late, Harold the dog and Chester the cat must find out the truth
about the newest pet in the Monroe household, a suspicious
looking bunny with unusual habits...and fangs!
It's Grandma's birthday, and Max wants to make her an icky,
worm-infested cake. But Ruby says, "No, Max. We are going to
make Grandma an angel surprise cake, with raspberry-fluff
icing." Will Max let his bossy older sister keep him out of the
kitchen? Or will they both become bunnies who bake?
When fourteen-year-old William Kamkwamba's Malawi village
was hit by a drought, everyone's crops began to fail. Without
enough money for food, let alone school, William spent his days
in the library . . . and figured out how to bring electricity to his
village. Persevering against the odds, William built a functioning
windmill out of junkyard scraps, and thus became the local hero
who harnessed the wind.
Lyrically told and gloriously illustrated, this story will inspire
many as it shows how - even in the worst of times - a great idea
and a lot of hard work can still rock the world.
This book is about the real change children can make in
conservation and advocacy—in this case, focusing on beautiful
monarch butterflies.

Eugene McGillicudy and Charlie Thomas Jones can’t wait
to join Sunnyview’s eight-year-old soccer team. These
superhero pals have no doubt that they will lead the team
to victory. MI-TEE!
But when Captain Awesome’s (aka Eugene’s) soccer
skills prove to be less than super and his dad decides to
coach the team, Captain Awesome starts to wonder if the
Sunnyview Megabytes have what it takes to defeat the
Westville Kickers.

Captain Underpants - First Epic
Novel

Dav Pilkey

Limited
Numbers

3-7

Captain Underpants and the attack
of the talking toilets

Dav Pilkey

Limited
Numbers

3-7

Carrot Seed

Ruth Krauss

Cazuela that the Maiden Stirred

Samantha
Vamos

Chalk (wordless)

AD400L

PreK-3

available

NP

K-3

Bill
Thompson
C.S. Lewis

available

NP

Pre-3

Limited
Number

940L

3-7

Chrysanthemum

Kevin Henkes

available

570L

PreK-3

Chicka Chicka 1 2 3

Bill Martin Jr.

Limited
numbers
for now ordered

AD489L

PreK-2

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom

Bill Martin Jr.

Not
available

Chronicles of Narnia: Lion, Witch
and the Wardrobe

PreK-1

Fourth graders George Beard and Harold Hutchins are a
couple of class clowns. The only thing they enjoy more
than playing practical jokes is creating their own comic
books. And together they've created the greatest
superhero in the history of their elementary school:
Captain Underpants! His true identity is SO secret, even
HE doesn't know who he is!
George and Harold are usually responsible kids -whenever anything bad happens, George and Harold are
usually responsible! This time, they accidentally invent an
army of terrifying talking toilets. Luckily, they know a
superhero with enough snap in his waistband to save the
day! This looks like another job for the amazing Captain
Underpants!
When a little boy plants a carrot seed, everyone tells him it
won't grow. But when you are very young, there are some
things that you just know, and the little boy knows that one
day a carrot will come up. So he waters his seed, and pulls
the weeds, and he waits...
This is the story of how the farm maiden and all the farm
animals worked together to make the rice pudding that
they serve at the fiesta. With the familiarity of "The House
That Jack Built," this story bubbles and builds just like the
ingredients of the arroz con leche that everyone enjoys.
Three children discover a magical bag of chalk on a rainy
day
Four adventurous siblings—Peter, Susan, Edmund, and
Lucy Pevensie—step through a wardrobe door and into
the land of Narnia, a land frozen in eternal winter and
enslaved by the power of the White Witch. But when
almost all hope is lost, the return of the Great Lion, Aslan,
signals a great change . . . and a great sacrifice.
Chrysanthemum thinks her name is absolutely perfect—
until her first day of school. "You're named after a flower!"
teases Victoria. "Let's smell her," says Jo. Chrysanthemum
wilts. What will it take to make her blossom again?
1 told 2
and 2 told 3,
"I'll race you to the top
of the apple tree."
One hundred and one numbers climb the apple tree in this
bright, rollicking, joyous book for young children. As the
numerals pile up and bumblebees threaten, what's the
number that saves the day? (Hint: It rhymes with "hero.")
Read and count and play and laugh to learn the surprising
answer.
A told B,
and B told C,
“I’ll meet you at the

now ordered
Chicken Sunday

Patricia
Polacco

available

650L

1-4

Class President

Limited
Numbers
Limited
numbers

650L

2-6

Click Clack Moo Cows that Type

Johanna
Hurwitz
Dorin Cronin

470L

PreK-2

Cloudy with A Chance of Meatballs

Judy Barrett

Not
available
now – on
order

AD730L

PreK-3

Come On Rain!

Karen Hesse

Not
available
now –
ordered

AD660L

PreK-3

Corduroy

Don Freeman

available

600L

PreK-3

top of the coconut tree”
In this lively alphabet rhyme, all the letters of the alphabet
race each other up the coconut tree. Will there be enough
room? Oh, no—Chicka Chicka Boom! Boom!
After being initiated into a neighbor's family by a solemn
backyard ceremony, a young Russian American girl and
her African American brothers' determine to buy their
gramma Eula a beautiful Easter hat. But their good
intentions are misunderstood, until they discover just the
right way to pay for the hat that Eula's had her eye on. A
loving family story woven from the author's childhood.
Julio hides his own leadership ambitions to help another
candidate win the nomination for class president.
Farmer Brown has a problem. His cows like to type. All
day long he hears:
Click, clack, moo.
Click, clack, moo.
Click, clack, moo.
But Farmer Brown’s problems REALLY begin when his
cows start leaving him notes! Come join the fun as a
bunch of literate cows turn Farmer Brown’s farm upsidedown!
The tiny town of Chewandswallow was very much like any other
tiny town—except for its weather which came three times a
day, at breakfast, lunch, and dinner. But it never rained rain and
it never snowed snow and it never blew just wind. It rained
things like soup and juice. It snowed things like mashed
potatoes. And sometimes the wind blew in storms of
hamburgers. Life for the townspeople was delicious until the
weather took a turn for the worse. The food got larger and
larger and so did the portions. Chewandswallow was plagued by
damaging floods and storms of huge food. The town was a mess
and the people feared for their lives.
Something had to be done, and in a hurry.
"Come on, rain!" Tess pleads to the sky as listless vines and
parched plants droop in the endless heat. Up and down the
block, cats pant while heat wavers off tar patches in the broiling
alleyway. More than anything, Tess hopes for rain. And when it
comes, she and her friends are ready for a surprising joyous
celebration....Through exquisite language and acute
observation, Newbery medalist Karen Hesse recreates the
glorious experience of a quenching rainstorm on a sweltering
summer day
This story of a small teddy bear waiting on a department store
shelf for a child’s friendship has appealed to young readers
generation after generation.

Corduroy Gets a Pocket

Don Freeman

available

600L

PreK-3

Curious George Get a Bike

H.A. Rey

available

Dairy of a Worm

Doreen
Cronin

available

AD510L

PreK-3

Diary of a Spider

Doreen
Cronin

AD510L

PreK-3

David: David Gets in Trouble

David Brooks
Shannon

Not
available
now ordered
available

160L

PreK-3

David: David Goes to School

David Brooks
Shannon

available

160L

PreK-3

David: No David

David Brooks
Shannon

available

160L

PreK-3

Dearly Nearly Insincerely – Adverb
Words are CATegorical Series:
Diary of a Wimpy Kid

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Jeff Kinney

Not
available
nowordered

950L

2-7

PreK=2

In this sequel to Corduroy, Lisa takes her toy bear to a
Laundromat, where he goes on a soapy adventure!
Fans of the ingenious little monkey will not be
disappointed as he embarks on a wild series of
adventures in a traveling circus.
This is the diary of a worm. This worm lives with his
parents, plays with his friends, and even goes to school.
But unlike you or me, he never has to take a bath, he gets
to eat his homework, and because he doesn't have legs,
he just can't do the hokey pokey—no matter how hard he
tries.
This is the diary . . . of a spider. Actually, he's a lot like
you. He goes to gym class and has Grandparents Day at
school. But he also spins sticky webs, scales walls, and
takes wind-catching lessons. Lucky for him, his best friend
is a fly!
When David gets in trouble, he always says . . . 'NO! It's
not my fault! I didn't mean to! It was an accident!'"
Whatever the situation, David's got a good excuse. And no
matter what he's done "wrong," it's never really his fault.
Soon, though, David realizes that making excuses makes
him feel bad, and saying he's sorry makes him feel better.
Once again, David Shannon entertains us with young
David's mischievous antics and a lighthearted story that's
sure to leave kids (and parents) laughing.
A companion to the Caldecott Honor-winning classic No, David!
by bestselling picture-book creator David Shannon!
David's teacher has her hands full. From running in the halls to
chewing gum in class, David's high-energy antics fill each school
day with trouble -- and are sure to bring a smile to even the
best- behaved reader.
David's teacher has her hands full. From running in the halls to
chewing gum in class, David's high-energy antics fill each school
day with trouble -- and are sure to bring a smile to even the
best- behaved reader.
Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable
It’s a new school year, and Greg Heffley finds himself thrust into
middle school, where undersized weaklings share the hallways
with kids who are taller, meaner, and already shaving. The
hazards of growing up before you’re ready are uniquely
revealed through words and drawings as Greg records them in
his diary. In book one of this debut series, Greg is happy to have
Rowley, his sidekick, along for the ride. But when Rowley’s star
starts to rise, Greg tries to use his best friend’s newfound

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Cabin Fever

Jeff Kinney

Not
available
now ordered

950L

2-7

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Rodrick Rules

Jeff Kinney

Not
available
nowordered

950L

2-7

Dig Dogs Dig

James
Horvath

available

PreK-3

Dog Man

Dav Pilkey

Limited
Numbers

2-6

Doorbell Rings

Pat Hutchins

available

340L

PrK-3

Dot

Peter
Reynolds

Not
available
nowordered

AD500L

PreK-4

Dragons Love Tacos

Adam Rubin

Not
available

AD520L

PreK-2

popularity to his own advantage, kicking off a chain of events
that will test their friendship in hilarious fashion.
Secrets have a way of getting out, especially when a diary is
involved. Whatever you do, don’t ask Greg Heffley how he
spent his summer vacation, because he definitely doesn’t want
to talk about it. As Greg enters the new school year, he’s eager
to put the past three months behind him . . . and one event in
particular. Unfortunately for Greg, his older brother, Rodrick,
knows all about the incident Greg wants to keep under wraps.
But secrets have a way of getting out . . . especially when a diary
is involved.
Secrets have a way of getting out, especially when a diary is
involved.
Whatever you do, don’t ask Greg Heffley how he spent his
summer vacation, because he definitely doesn’t want to talk
about it. As Greg enters the new school year, he’s eager to put
the past three months behind him . . . and one event in
particular. Unfortunately for Greg, his older brother, Rodrick,
knows all about the incident Greg wants to keep under wraps.
But secrets have a way of getting out . . . especially when a diary
is involved.
Top dog Duke and his crew of construction-worker dogs are
hard at work building a new park. They need lots of cool
equipment to help them dig, haul, push, and plow - like a
backhoe, dump truck, bulldozer, and grader. But what happens
when the crew finds something unexpected buried deep in the
ground?
George and Harold have created a new breed of justice. With
the head of a dog and the body of a human, this heroic hound
digs into deception, claws after crooks, rolls over robbers, and
scampers after squirrels. Will he be able to resist the call of the
wild to answer the call of duty?
Each ring of the doorbell brings more friends to share the
delicious cookies Ma has made in this beloved classic.
Her teacher smiled. "Just make a mark and see where it takes
you." Art class is over, but Vashti is sitting glued to her chair in
front of a blank piece of paper. The words of her teacher are a
gentle invitation to express herself. But Vashti can’t draw - she’s
no artist. To prove her point, Vashti jabs at a blank sheet of
paper to make an unremarkable and angry mark. "There!" she
says. That one little dot marks the beginning of Vashti’s journey
of surprise and self-discovery. That special moment is the core
of Peter H. Reynolds’s delicate fable about the creative spirit in
all of us.
Dragons love tacos. They love chicken tacos, beef tacos, great
big tacos, and teeny tiny tacos. So if you want to lure a bunch of
dragons to your party, you should definitely serve tacos.

nowordered
available

Ad520L

PreK-2

Dragons Love Tacos II

Adam Rubin

Escape North: The Story of Harriett
Tubman

Monica
Kulling

available

630L

2-4

Fancy Nancy

Jane
O’Connor

available

510L

PREK-3

Buckets and buckets of tacos. Unfortunately, where there are
tacos, there is also salsa. And if a dragon accidentally eats spicy
salsa . . . oh, boy. You're in red-hot trouble.
News alert! It has just been discovered that there are NO MORE
TACOS left anywhere in the world. This is a huge problem
because, as you know, dragons love tacos. If only there was a
way for the dragons to travel back in time, to before tacos went
extinct. Then they could grab lots of tacos and bring them back!
It’s the perfect plan, as long as there’s no spicy salsa. You
remember what happened last time .
An easy-to-read, page-turning account of Harriet Tubman's life-from her childhood in slavery to her years as a conductor on the
Underground Railroad to her later work as a suffragette and as
a spy in the Civil War. This remarkable true story brings to life
one of America's greatest female role models.
Meet Nancy, who believes that more is ALWAYS better when it
comes to being fancy. She loves to wear fancy clothes, play with
fancy toys, and most of all, use fancy words! But everyone in
her family is just the opposite. From the top of her tiara down
to her sparkly studded shoes, Nancy is determined to teach her
family a thing or two about being fancy.
How Nancy transforms her parents and little sister for one
enchanted evening makes for a story that is funny and warm—
with or without the frills. This heartwarming story emphasizes
the importance of family and the power of self-expression.

Flat Stanley and the Bees

Jeff Brown

available

630L

1-5

Flat Stanley Lost Treasure

Jeff Brown

available

630L

1-5

Flat Stanley Worldwide Adventure

Jeff Brown

available

630L

1-5

Flower Garden

Eve Bunting

Not
available

PreK-3

Perfect for fans of the Eloise and Olivia books.
On a hot summer day, Flat Stanley and his friends have lots of
fun games to play. Stanley’s flatness comes in handy, especially
during hide-and-seek. But when the fun disrupts a beehive, can
Stanley save his buddies before the bees get them?
Sometimes being flat comes in handy for Flat Stanley—like
when he is surfing or rescuing a trapped dolphin from a net. In
this exciting adventure, Flat Stanley and his brother, Arthur, find
sunken treasure in an old shipwreck. But Stanley has to get rid
of his gold bar in order to squeeze through the net and rescue
the dolphin. Will they ever find the treasure again?
Get ready for loads of adventure with Flat Stanley and friends!
Whether visiting Mount Rushmore, digging for ancient artifacts
in Egypt, seeing a movie star ninja in Japan, or skiing in Canada,
Stanley always has fun with family and friends wherever he
goes.
An urban African American girl and her father buy plants,
potting soil, and a window box at the supermarket, ride the bus
to their apartment, and put together a colorful gift for the
child’s mother. Rhyming verse carries the brief story, while

Fly Guy – Hi Fly Guy

Tedd Arnold

now – on
order
available

Fly Guy – Prince Fly Guy

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

Fly Guy – Ride Fly Guy Ride

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

Fly Guy – There was a Old Woman
Who Swallowed a Fly Guy

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

Fly Guy and Alienz

Tedd Arnold

Not
available
now – on
order

380L

PreK-3

Fly Guy -Amazing Tricks

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

380L

PreK-3

wonderful, warm, full-color illustrations present scenes from
novel angles, and depict a loving family with a sense of
intimacy, sincerity, and joy.”—School Library Journal
Boy and fly meet and so begins a beautiful friendship. Er, and so
begins a very funny friendship. Using hyperbole, puns, slapstick,
and silly drawings, bestselling author/illustrator Tedd Arnold
creates an easy reader that is full of fun.This book is a Theodor
Seuss Geisel Honor book!
In the latest installment of Tedd Arnold's NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling Fly Guy series, Buzz has a homework assignment to
write a fairy tale and he asks Fly Guy to help. Fly Guy doesn't
like to think of himself as some of Buzz's suggestions--an ugly
troll, a smelly pig herder--so he becomes a handsome prince
instead! Prince Fly Guy flies to a dark castle, fends off a giant,
and rescues a beautiful princess. Even reluctant readers will
enjoy this fun, zany story about Fly Guy's adventure in a fairy
tale!
Dad takes Fly Guy and Buzz for a car ride, but in a funny and
wacky turn of events, Fly Guy is blown out of the car window
and into a passing truck, where he lands in the driver's mouth!
The driver spits him out, and Fly Guy tumbles onto a boat. Fly
Guy then winds up on a circus train with an elephant and then
an airplane ... and he just misses taking off with a rocket
ship!This easy-to-read adventure concludes with Buzz, Dad, and
Fly Guy returning home on a bike. Fly Guy loves RIDEZZZ!
Buzz is visiting Grandma, and Fly Guy comes along for the ride.
Oops! Grandma swallows Fly Guy, then a spider, then a bird,
then a cat, then a dog. . . .She's about to swallow a horse, when
Fly Guy shouts: "BUZZZ!" Buzz is starting to worry, but there is
nothing Fly Guy can't handle! He flies out, and all the critters
follow. And everybody parties!
Buzz is making a movie about aliens from outer space. When
the action begins, superheroes Fly Guy and Buzz Boy are
protecting a secret fort in the sky when an alien ship captures
them! The duo must outsmart the aliens and the space pirates
with the help of Dragon Dude and Fly Girl. The fun-zee is neverending in this early chapter book.
Fly Guy puts on a show with all the new tricks that Buzz taught
him. But when Fly Guy shows off The Backstroke, The Dizzy
Doozie, and The Big Booger at dinner-time, Buzz tells Fly Guy
only to do the tricks on command. The tricks come in handy
when an annoying kid starts picking on Buzz and Fly Guy--and
by the time Fly Guy pulls off The Big Booger, he runs away. Even
reluctant readers will enjoy this fun, zany story about Fly Guy's
exciting new tricks and how they end up helping Buzz and Fly
Guy.

Fly Guy – Buzz Boy and Fly Guy

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

Fly Guy – Fly Guy Meets Fly Girl

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

Fly Guy – There’s a Fly Guy in My
Soup

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

Fly Guy – Fly Guy Meets Frankenfly

Tedd Arnold

available

380L

PreK-3

Follow the Water from the Brook to
the Ocean

Arthur
Dorros

available

600L

PreK-3

From the Fly Guy series, Buzz tells his pet fly that he has made a
book, The Amazing Adventures of Buzz Boy and Fly Guy, and
offers to read it aloud. The story-within-a-story plot, in which
Buzz Boy has “superstrength” and the now human-sized Fly Guy
has the power of speech, involves a fire-breathing dragon and
pirates. With some minor stylistic changes, the series’
simplified, exaggerated line drawings, rich colors, and gentle,
offbeat humor transition easily into Buzz’s comic book. Once
again, Arnold refreshes the series with a new idea and a keen
sense of how to amuse beginning readers. Preschool-Grade 2.
Fly Guy has met his match, and her name is Fly Girl. Fly Guy can
do fancy flying. Fly Girl can do fancier flying. Fly Guy can eat
gross stuff. Fly Girl can eat grosser stuff. Fly Guy can say his
boy's name--Buzzzzzz! And Fly Girl can say her girl's name-Lizzzzzzz! Fly Guy is totally impressed, and totally smitten. Will
Fly Guy and Fly Girl get married and leave Buzz without his dear
pet?
At a fancy hotel dinner, Fly Guy gets into some trouble--and the
restaurant's soup!
When Buzz and his family have dinner in a fancy hotel's
restaurant, Fly Guy isn't allowed in. After searching through the
hotel's trash, Fly Guy smells a wonderful aroma coming from
the restaurant's kitchen. Fly Guy causes some messy mayhem in
the restaurant, and in the end, everyone needs a bath!
Buzz and Fly Guy spend a day together playing some spooky
games and doing arts and crafts projects. When Buzz goes to
bed, Fly Guy stays awake and is "bizzie"! Buzz has a nightmare
that a gigantic Frankenfly monster is out to get him! But when
he wakes up, all he sees is Fly Guy, who fell asleep making
posters showing that he and Buzz are best friends. The wacky
dream scene involving Frankenfly is fun and hilarious, not scary.
Buzz awakens to a sweet message of friendship that is nothing
to be afraid of.
Water is always flowing, from a brook to a stream, to a river to
the ocean. Read and find out more about how water shapes the
earth and why it is important to keep our water clean in this
fascinating book from author-illustrator Arthur Dorros. This
book clearly explains terms like "brook," "stream," "river," and
"delta," and the clear and beautiful illustrations show where
water comes from, how it travels, and where it goes.
This is a clear and appealing science book for early elementary
age kids, both at home and in the classroom. It's a Level 2 Let'sRead-and-Find-Out, which means the book explores more
challenging concepts for children in the primary grades.

Freedom on the Menu: The
Greensboro Sit-ins

Carole
Boston
Weatherford

available

660L

PreK-4

Frederick Douglas Fights for
Freedom

Margaret
Donaldson

440L

2-4

Frida

Jonah Winter

Not
available
nowordered
Limited
numbers

AD520L

PreK-3

Frog and Toad all Year

Arnold Lobel

available

450L

PreK-3

Frog and Toad are Friends

Arnold Lobel

available

450L

PreK-3

Frog and Toad Together

Arnold Lobel

Not
available
now

450L

PreK-3

From Seed to Plant

Gail Gibbons

available

560L

PreK-3

Giggle Giggle Quack

Doreen
Cronin

available

ADL480

PreK-2

There were signs all throughout town telling eight-year-old
Connie where she could and could not go. But when Connie
sees four young men take a stand for equal rights at a
Woolworth’s lunch counter in Greensboro, North Carolina, she
realizes that things may soon change. This event sparks a
movement throughout her town and region. And while Connie
is too young to march or give a speech, she helps her brother
and sister make signs for the cause. Changes are coming to
Connie’s town, but Connie just wants to sit at the lunch counter
and eat a banana split like everyone else.
Born a slave, Frederick Douglas went on to become an
abolitionist, an orator, a journalist and one of the most famous
freedom fighters of all time.

When her mother was worn out from caring for her five sisters,
her father gave her lessons in brushwork and color. When polio
kept her bedridden for nine months, drawing saved her from
boredom. When a bus accident left her in unimaginable agony,
her paintings expressed her pain and depression - and
eventually, her joys and her loves. Over and over again, Frida
Kahlo turned the challenges of her life into art.
In winter, spring, summer, and fall, Frog and Toad are always
together. From sledding in winter to eating ice cream on hot
summer days, these two friends have fun the whole year round!
From writing letters to going swimming, telling stories to finding
lost buttons, Frog and Toad are always there for each other—
just as best friends should be.
Frog and Toad are best friends—they do everything together.
When Toad admires the flowers in Frog's garden, Frog gives him
seeds to grow a garden of his own. When Toad bakes cookies,
Frog helps him eat them. And when both Frog and Toad are
scared, they are brave together.
With simple language and bright illustrations, non-fiction
master Gail Gibbons introduces young readers to the processes
of pollination, seed formation, and germination. Important
vocabulary is reinforced with accessible explanation and
colorful, clear diagrams showing the parts of plants, the wide
variety of seeds, and how they grow.
Farmer Brown is going on vacation. He asks his brother, Bob, to
take care of the animals. “But keep an eye on Duck. He’s
trouble.”
Bob follows the instructions in Farmer Brown’s notes exactly.
He orders pizza with anchovies for the hens, bathes the pigs

with bubble bath, and lets the cows choose a movie. Is that he
giggling he hears?

Giggle Giggle Quack – I Can Read

Doreen
Cronin
Giles
Andreae

available

AD480L

PREK-2

Not
available
now – on
order

AD570L

PreK-3

Giraffes Can't Dance is a touching tale of Gerald the giraffe, who
wants nothing more than to dance. With crooked knees and
thin legs, it's harder for a giraffe than you would think. Gerald is
finally able to dance to his own tune when he gets some
encouraging words from an unlikely friend.With light-footed
rhymes and high-stepping illustrations, this tale is gentle
inspiration for every child with dreams of greatness.

Good Egg, The

Jory John

510L

PreK-3

Meet the good egg. He’s a verrrrrry good egg
indeed. But trying to be so good is hard when
everyone else is plain ol’ rotten.

Goodnight Moon

Margaret
Wise Brown

Not
available
now ordered
available

AD360L

PreK-2

Grace for President

Kelly
DiPucchio

available

570L

PreK-3

Green, Green, A Community Garden
Story

Marie Lamba

Not
available
now ordered

310L

PreK-3

Gruffalo

Julie
Donaldson

Not
available
now ordered

510L

PreK-2

In a great green room, tucked away in bed, is a little bunny.
"Goodnight room, goodnight moon." And to all the familiar
things in the softly lit room—to the picture of the three little
bears sitting on chairs, to the clocks and his socks, to the
mittens and the kittens, to everything one by one—the little
bunny says goodnight.
When Grace's teacher reveals that the United States has never
had a female president, Grace decides she wants to be the
nation's first and immediately jumpstarts her political career by
running in her school's mock election! The race is tougher than
she expected: her popular opponent declares that he's the
"best man for the job" and seems to have captured the votes of
all of the class's boys. But Grace is more determined than ever.
Even if she can't be the best man for the job, she can certainly
try to be the best person!
Green grass is wide and fresh and clean for a family to play in,
and brown dirt is perfect for digging a garden. But when gray
buildings start to rise up and a whole city builds, can there be
any room for green space? The neighborhood children think so,
and they inspire the community to join together and build a
garden for everyone to share in the middle of the city.
A mouse is taking a stroll through the deep, dark wood when
along comes a hungry fox, then an owl, and then a snake. The
mouse is good enough to eat but smart enough to know this, so
he invents . . . the gruffalo! As Mouse explains, the gruffalo is a
creature with terrible claws, and terrible tusks in its terrible
jaws, and knobbly knees and turned-out toes, and a poisonous
wart at the end of its nose. But Mouse has no worry to show.
After all, there’s no such thing as a gruffalo. . . .

Giraffes Can’t Dance

Hamster Princess Harriett the
Invincible

Ursula
Vernon

Limited
Numbers

580L

2-7

Hamster Princess Ratpunzel

Ursula
Vernon

Limited
Numbers

580L

2-7

Harold and the Purple Crayon

Crockett
Johnson

available

440L

PreK-3

Harry, Scary, Ordinary – Adjective
Words are CATegorical Series:
Haunted Hayride

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Abby Klein

Limited
Numbers

Have you Seen My Duckling

Nancy Tafuri

available

20L

PREK-K

Henry and Mudge - the First Book

Cynthia
Rylant

460L

K-2

Henry and Mudge the Funny Lunch

Cynthia
Rylant

Not
available
now-on
order
available

460L

K-2

1-3

Harriet Hamsterbone is not your typical princess. She may be
quite stunning in the rodent realm (you'll have to trust her on
this one), but she is not so great at trailing around the palace
looking ethereal or sighing a lot. She finds the royal life rather . .
. dull. One day, though, Harriet's parents tell her of the curse
that a rat placed on her at birth, dooming her to prick her finger
on a hamster wheel when she's twelve and fall into a deep
sleep. For Harriet, this is most wonderful news: It means she's
invincible until she's twelve! After all, no good curse goes to
waste. And so begins a grand life of adventure with her trusty
riding quail, Mumfrey...until her twelfth birthday arrives and
the curse manifests in a most unexpected way.
Princess Harriet Hamsterbone does not like sitting around at
home. How’s a princess supposed to have any fun when her
parents are constantly reminding her to be careful and act
princessly? So when her pal Prince Wilbur needs help finding a
stolen hydra egg, Harriet happily takes up the quest. The thief’s
trail leads them to a wicked witch and a tall tower, occupied by
a rat whose tail has more to it than meets the eye!
One evening Harold decides to go for a walk in the moonlight.
Armed only with an oversize purple crayon, young Harold draws
himself a landscape full of wonder and excitement. Harold and
his trusty crayon travel through woods and across seas and past
dragons before returning to bed, safe and sound. Full of funny
twists and surprises, this charming story shows just how far
your imagination can take you.
Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable
Freddy's friends can't wait to try the haunted hayride at the
Halloween festival -- especially Freddy's new friend, Josh. The
hayride is supposed to be really scary! But when Max bets Josh
that Freddy will be too much of a fraidy-cat to join them, Freddy
is determined to be brave . . . no matter what!
An anxious mother duck leads her brood around the pond as
she searches for one missing duckling.
Henry, feeling lonely on a street without any other children,
finds companionship and love in a big dog named Mudge.

This year Henry and Mudge are out to make the best Mother’s
Day lunch ever. It has to be juicy, crunchy, and perfect for
family sharing.
When they select a gorgeous golden pineapple, the menu is
shaping up to be anything but dull. Dad is helping them carve

Henry's Freedom Box: A True Story
from the Underground Railroad

Ellen Levine

available

Hidden Figures

Jane Rollason

Limited
Numbers
available

350L

PreK-3

Jane Yolen
and Mark
Teague
Jane Yolen
and Mark
Teague

available

350L

PreK-3

available

350L

PreK-3

How do Dinosaurs Say I am Angry?

Jane Yolen
and Mark
Teague

available

350L

PreK-3

How do Dinosaurs Say I Love You?

Jane Yolen
and Mark
Teague

Limited
Numbers

350L

PreK-3

How do Dinosaurs Eat Their Food?

How do Dinosaurs Go To School?
How do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight?

Jane Yolen
and Mark
Teague

AD490L

PreK-3

4-12

something almost too pretty to eat. So how will Henry ever stop
Mudge from devouring the surprise before Mom sees it?
Henry Brown doesn't know how old he is. Nobody keeps
records of slaves' birthdays. All the time he dreams about
freedom, but that dream seems farther away than ever when
he is torn from his family and put to work in a warehouse.
Henry grows up and marries, but he is again devastated when
his family is sold at the slave market. Then one day, as he lifts a
crate at the warehouse, he knows exactly what he must do: He
will mail himself to the North. After an arduous journey in the
crate, Henry finally has a birthday -- his first day of freedom.
The true untold story behind the black women who helped
American win the space race.
How does a dinosaur eat all his food?Does he burp, does he
belch, or make noises quite rude?Does he pick at his cereal,
throw down his cup,hoping to make someone else pick it up?
Just like kids, dinosaurs have a difficult time learning to behave
at the table. However, with a little help from Mom and Dad,
these young dinosaurs eat all before them with smiles and
goodwill. As in their previous books, Yolen and Teague capture
children's rambunctious natures with playful read-aloud verse
and wonderfully amusing pictures.
Everyone's favorite dinosaurs are back--and this time they are
going to school. More fun dinosaur antics await. These
prehistoric pupils are in a class of their own!
These anthropomorphized reptillians (a cast of 10) run the
spectrum of different species, from the Pteranodon to the
Stegosaurus. Composed of familiar bedtime scenes, it’s the
perfect book to read and share with your child right before they
go to sleep.
Readers will laugh at the antics of an Afrovenator's tantrum and
a storming Pachyrhinosaurus.Anger can be difficult to talk about
with your child, but even when little dinosaurs are furious, it's
important to help them handle their feelings and remind them
they are always loved. With the same warmth, charm, and
humor in all the bestselling How Do Dinosaurs books, here is
the perfect way to say, "I'm sorry--and I love you."
Parents and children can never have enough ways to say "I love
you"--and America's favorite dinosaurs are giving families a
funny book, perfect for bedtime, storytime, anytime. Even
when little dinosaurs are naughty, it's important to remind
them that no matter what they do, they are always loved. In
this book, readers will laugh aloud as parents cope with the
typical antics of childhood, but in the end, hugs and kisses show
your little one how much you care.

How do Dinosaurs Stay Friends

Jane Yolen
and Mark
Teague

Limited
Numbers

350L

PreK-3

How I Became a Pirate

Melinda Long

available

470L

PreK-3

Hundred Dresses

Eleanor Estes

Limited
Numbers

870L

1-4

How Much can a Bare Bear Bear Homonyms and Homophones
Words are CATegorica Seriesl:
I and You and don't Forget Who –
Pronoun
Words are CATegorical Series:
I can't take a bath

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

Irene Smalls

available

240L

K-2

I got Rhythm

Connie
SchofieldMorrison

Not
available
now –
ordered

170L

PreK-2

I like Myself

Karen
Beaumont

available

In this rhyming story, a young African American boy tries to
avoid taking a bath, but once inside the tub, he discovers that
he likes it. From the JUST FOR YOU! series features 24 beginning
readers written and illustrated by people of color. Young
readers will see themselves and their experiences reflected in
these delightful books. They will read about how the characters
spend their time with family and friends-at home, in school, at
the park or barber shop, and other places in their community.
On a simple trip to the park, the joy of music overtakes a
mother and daughter. The little girl hears a rhythm coming from
the world around her- from butterflies to street performers, to
ice cream sellers everything is musical! She sniffs, snaps, and
shakes her way into the heart of the beat, finally busting out in
an impromptu dance, which all the kids join in on!
High on energy and imagination, this ode to self-esteem
encourages kids to appreciate everything about themselves—
inside and out. Messy hair? Beaver breath? So what! Here's a
little girl who knows what really matters. At once silly and
serious, Karen Beaumont's joyous rhyming text and David
Catrow's wild illustrations unite in a book that is sassy, soulful . .
. and straight from the heart.

PreK-2

From early childhood to life after eighty, the great challenge of
any friendship is keeping it healthy and strong. In this funny,
engaging book, award-winners Jane Yolen and Mark Teague
present humorous, naughty dinosaur antics that
any young sibling or friend will instantly recognize -- followed by
dinosaur-sized hugs and expressions of affection.
When a pirate ship sails by, young Jeremy learns how to say
“scurvy dog,” sing sea chanteys, and throw food . . . but he also
learns that there are no books or good night kisses on board:
“Pirates don’t tuck.” A swashbuckling adventure with
fantastically silly illustrations.
Wanda Petronski is ridiculed by her classmates for wearing the
same faded blue dress every day. She claims she has one
hundred dresses at home, but everyone knows she doesn’t.
When Wanda is pulled out of school one day, the class feels
terrible, and classmate Maddie decides that she is "never going
to stand by and say nothing again." A gentle tale about bullies,
bystanders, and having the courage to speak up.
Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

I Love School – Noodles the Dog

Hans
Wilhelm

Limited
Numbers

240L

PreK-1

I survived …Hurricane Katrina

Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Lauren
Tarshis
Sue Williams

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

available

660L

2-5

I survived …American Revolution
I survived …Attack of the Pearl
Harbor
I survived …Attack of September 11
I survived …Attack of the Grizzlies
I survived …Battle of Gettysburg
I survived …Destruction of Pompei
I survived …The Great Chicago Fire
I survived …the Hindenberg disaster
I survived ….Mount St. Helen’s
I survived …Japanese Tsunmai

I survived …Joplin Tornado
I survived …Nazi Invasion
I survived …Shark Attack 1916
I went Walking

available

PreK-K

Noodles thinks that going to school sounds like a lot of fun. But
when he get's there, school turns out to be a big, scary place.
Noodles feels all alone...until he makes some friends! There are
great books to read, friendly classmates, and a nice teacher.
Noodles thinks he might just come back tomorrow!This funny
Level 1 story is perfect for beginning readers.

These catchy stanzas frolic through the Australian author Sue
Williams’s simple, funny read-aloud picture book that tracks a
crazy-haired boy’s stroll through the countryside. The boy sees
a black cat, then a brown horse, then a red cow, and so on, and
before he knows it, he’s being trailed by the entire menagerie!
The Australian illustrator Julie Vivas brings the parade to life in
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lovely, lively watercolors—when the pink pig looks at the boy,
for example, the boy sprays off his muddy body with a hose. Big
type, repetition, friendly art, clean design—and the visual
guessing game created by introducing each animal only partially
at first—make this beloved tale a winner at story time.
If a hungry little mouse shows up on your doorstep, you might
want to give him a cookie. And if you give him a cookie, he'll ask
for a glass of milk. He'll want to look in a mirror to make sure he
doesn't have a milk mustache, and then he'll ask for a pair of
scissors to give himself a trim....
If you give a pig a pancake, she'll want some syrup to go with it.
You'll give her some of your favorite maple syrup, and she'll
probably get all sticky, so she'll want to take a bath. She'll ask
you for some bubbles. When you give her the bubbles...
Readers will delight in the story of an accommodating little girl
who tries to keep up with the whims of a busy little pig.
If you take a mouse to school, he'll ask you for your lunch box.
When you give him your lunch box, he'll want a sandwich to go
in it. Then he'll need a notebook and some pencils. He'll
probably want to share your backpack, too.
Note to self: If your teacher tells you to bring something from
nature for show-and-tell, she does not want you to bring an
alligator! But nothing will stop Magnolia, who's determined to
have the best show-and-tell of all--until her reptilian rapscallion
starts getting her into some major trouble. Now it's up to
Magnolia to find a way to send this troublemaker home--but
what could possibly scare an alligator away?
A child explores the wonders of the natural world in this
rhyming, beautiful bright colored picture storybook about the
lives of small animals and insects living around a freshwater
pond.
Sally is a young girl living in rural Alabama in the early 1900s, a
time when people were struggling to grow food in soil that had
been depleted by years of cotton production. One day, Dr.
George Washington Carver shows up to help the grown-ups
with their farms and the children with their school garden. He
teaches them how to restore the soil and respect the balance of
nature. He even prepares a delicious lunch made of plants,
including “chicken” made from peanuts. And Sally never forgets
the lessons this wise man leaves in her heart and mind. Susan
Grigsby’s warm story shines new light on a Black scientist who
was ahead of his time.
It’s time for the little red chicken’s bedtime story — and a
reminder from Papa to try not to interrupt. But the chicken
can’t help herself! Whether the tale is Hansel and Gretel or
Little Red Riding Hood or even Chicken Little, she jumps into the

story to save its hapless characters. Now it’s the little red
chicken’s turn to tell a story, but will her yawning papa make it
to the end without his own kind of interrupting?
Meet Brian, the invisible boy. Nobody in class ever seems to
notice him or think to include him in their group, game, or
birthday party . . . until, that is, a new kid comes to class.
When Justin, the new boy, arrives, Brian is the first to make him
feel welcome. And when Brian and Justin team up to work on a
class project together, Brian finds a way to shine.
Drawing is what Ramon does. It’s what makes him happy. But in
one split second, all that changes. A single reckless remark by
Ramon's older brother, Leon, turns Ramon's carefree sketches
into joyless struggles. Luckily for Ramon, though, his little sister,
Marisol, sees the world differently. She opens his eyes to
something a lot more valuable than getting things just "right."
Combining the spareness of fable with the potency of parable,
Peter Reynolds shines a bright beam of light on the need to
kindle and tend our creative flames with care.
The moment they saw each other, Bean and Ivy knew they
wouldn't be friends. But when Bean plays a joke on her sister,
Nancy, and has to quickly hide and Ivy comes to the rescue,
proving that sometimes the best of friends are people never
meant to like each other. Vibrant characters and lots of humor
make this a charming and addictive introduction to the Ivy and
Bean Book Series.
Best friends Ivy and Bean are back and looking for adventure in
the second installment of this engaging new series. This time
they've made an amazing discoverya ghost in the school
bathroom! Ivy and Bean can see its cloudy form and its glowing
eyes. They can hear its moaning voice. This is the best thing that
ever happened at schooluntil the teachers find out. Now Ivy and
Bean have to figure out how to get the ghost out of the
bathroom. Will they succeed? Maybe. Will they have fun? Of
course!
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Jack and his mom run a little café, but business has dried up and
they're nearly broke. So when Jack comes home with only an
old can of baked beans in return for their last few pennies, his
mother throws it out the window. Overnight it grows into a
gigantic baked beanstalk, which takes Jack to the castle of a
giant who spends all his time counting his huge fortune. Jack
helps the giant to find something more fun to do, and saves the
café in the process!

Jack and the Baked Beanstalk
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children will love to read long after their itches are gone.
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Judy Moody in a Mood

Young Jackie Robinson looses to his older brother Mack in just
about any game they play -- Chase the Fox, running and
jumping contests -- you name it. One day Jackie gets so
frustrated he runs home, stomps up to his room, and takes his
anger out on Mack's stuff. But when Mack invites Jackie to play
baseball with his friends, Jackie decides to give it a try -- and
that is when the score really starts to change!
Judy doesn't have high hopes for third grade, but when Mr.
Todd assigns a very special class project, she really gets a
chance to express herself!
To start, Judy Moody doesn't have high hopes for third grade.
Her new desk won't have an armadillo sticker with her name on
it. Her new classroom will not have a porcupine named Roger.
And with her luck, she'll get stuck sitting in the first row, where
Mr. Todd will notice every time she tries to pass a note to her
best friend, Rocky. An aspiring doctor, Judy does have a little
brother who comes in handy for practicing medicine, a cool new
pet, and a huge Band-Aid collection.

When young Trisha finds out her class at the new school is
known as "The Junkyard," she is devastated. She moved from
her old town so she wouldn't be in a special class anymore! But
then she meets her teacher, the quirky and invincible Mrs.
Peterson, and her classmates, an oddly brilliant group of
students each with his or her own unique talent. And it is here
in The Junkyard that Trisha learns the true meaning of genius,
and that this group of misfits are, in fact, wonders, all of them.
Based on a real-life event in Patricia Polacco's childhood, this
ode to teachers will inspire all readers to find their inner genius.
The story goes...
Grandmama could hit the ball a mile,
catch anything that was thrown,
and do everything else -just like Josh Gibson.
But unfortunately, no matter how well a girl growing up in the
1940s played the game of baseball, she would have faced
tremendous challenges. These challenges are not unlike those
met by the legendary Josh Gibson, arguably the best NegroLeague player to never make it into the majors.
"We will make a quilt to help us always remember home,"
Anna's mother said. "It will be like heaving the family in
backhome Russia dance around us at night.
And so it was. From a basket of old clothes, Anna's babushka,
Uncle Vladimir's shirt, Aunt Havalah's nightdress and an apron
of Aunt Natasha's become The Keeping Quilt, passed along from

mother to daughter for almost a century. For four generations
the quilt is a Sabbath tablecloth, a wedding canopy, and a
blanket that welcomes babies warmly into the world. In
strongly moving pictures that are as heartwarming as they are
real, patricia Polacco tells the story of her own family, and the
quilt that remains a symbol of their enduring love and faith.
Kayla made peanut butter treats for Jillian’s new puppy Thor.
But now the treats are missing. What does Kayla know?
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This fresh and fun alphabet book features bright colors, bouncy
rhyming text, and silly pea characters who highlight the wide
variety of interests, hobbies, and careers that make the world
such a colorful place!
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Llama Llama’s tale of nighttime drama has
charmed readers for over a decade and makes
an ideal story for bedtime reading.
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Meet Little Bear, a friend to millions of children. And meet
Mother Bear, who is there whenever Little Bear needs her.
When it is cold and snowy outside, she finds just the right outfit

King and Kayla find a mysterious letter written in code with
Kayla’s name on it. Kayla’s friend, Mason, received an almost
identical letter. Can the two friends put their detective skills
together to crack the code? King learns a big clue, but can he
lead his human friends to it and help them break the secret
code?
When King and Kayla find a lost dog, they begin gathering clues
to help the little pup find his human family. Kayla learns that
the pup has no collar and obeys commands, but no one in their
neighborhood has seen him before. Then King discovers a big
clue. Can he use this clue to help Kayla find the lost puppy’s
family?
King and Kayla are playing fetch with their friends, Jillian and
Thor. Jillian throws King’s favorite ball too hard, and now it’s
gone missing! King and Kayla must put together clues to figure
out where it went―and who has it.
Kayla’s loose tooth is missing! As she gathers clues she sees:
- Her tooth is not inside the tooth fairy pillow.
- It’s not inside her backpack.
- It’s not inside the car.
Where could it be?
As King sniffs for clues, he notices that Mason’s hand has a
familiar smell.... How will they solve the mystery?
Trixie, Daddy, and Knuffle Bunny take a trip to the
neighborhood Laundromat. But the exciting adventure takes a
dramatic turn when Trixie realizes somebunny was left behind?
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for Little Bear to play in. When he goes to the moon, she has a
hot lunch waiting for him on his return. And, of course, she
never forgets his birthday.
The Little Engine That Could is a classic tale of the little engine
that, despite her size, triumphantly pulls a train full of
wonderful things to the children waiting on the other side of a
mountain.
Every Sunday after church, CJ and his grandma ride the bus
across town. But today, CJ wonders why they don’t own a car
like his friend Colby. Why doesn’t he have an iPod like the boys
on the bus? How come they always have to get off in the dirty
part of town? Each question is met with an encouraging answer
from grandma, who helps him see the beauty—and fun—in
their routine and the world around them.
Tiny family. Huge adventures. Grandpa Little disappeared many
years ago. Everyone says he is probably dead...except Granny
Little. But when Tom and Lucy, the littlest Littles of all, find a
secret room filled with papers belonging to Grandpa Little, they
think that maybe he's alive after all. If the Littles read his diary
and study his maps, can they find Grandpa Little or will he be
lost forever?
Lilly loves all sorts of things. She loves school, she loves dressing
up, she even grows to love her stinky baby brother, Julius. In
fact, Lilly loves everything! But when Lilly brings her purple
plastic purse to school and can't wait until sharing time to show
off the purse and her movie star sunglasses, her teacher, Mr.
Slinger, has to take away her prized possessions. Lilly's fury
leads her to draw a mean picture of her favorite teacher. It isn’t
until Mr. Slinger gives her belongings back to her with a kind
note and snacks that Lilly realizes she owes Mr. Slinger an
apology.
Once upon a time, there was a little old lady who was not afraid
of anything! But one autumn night, while walking in the woods,
the little old lady heard . . . clomp, clomp, shake, shake, clap,
clap.
And the little old lady who was not afraid of anything had the
scare of her life! With bouncy refrains and classic art, this
timeless Halloween story is perfect for reading aloud.
With characteristic flair and energy, award-winning artist Ed
Young illustrates the ancient Chinese version of the favorite
fairy tale Little Red Riding Hood. Young's vibrant, yet delicate,
pastels and watercolors add drama to the deftly translated
story.
This level 1 reader uses funny dogs to introduce opposite
words. There's a dirty dog and a clean dog, a mean dog and a
nice dog, and many more! Plus, there's an extremely long dog
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who keeps popping into the story. The long dog adds humor to
the book, and kids will be anxious to turn the pages all the way
to the end! Young readers will enjoy Eric Seltzer's bright
illustrations and rhythmic, easy-to-read text.
In this adorable, quirky picture book, Macca the alpaca loves
splashing in puddles and gives the best cuddles. But when he
bumps into a big bullying llama named Harmer (who's no
charmer), Macca must prove the value of smarts and kindness.
Mrs. Mallard was sure that the pond in the Boston Public
Gardens would be a perfect place for her and her eight
ducklings to live. The problem was how to get them there
through the busy streets of Boston. But with a little help from
the Boston police, Mrs. Mallard and Jack, Kack, Lack, Nack,
Ouack, Pack, and Quack arive safely at their new home.
Mia’s abuela has left her sunny house with parrots and palm
trees to live with Mia and her parents in the city. While they
cook, Mia helps Abuela learn English, and Mia learns some
Spanish, too, but it’s still hard for Abuela to learn enough words
to tell Mia her stories. Then Mia sees a parrot in the pet-shop
window and has the perfecto idea for how to help them all
communicate a little better. Here is an endearing tale that
speaks loud and clear about the love that binds families across
the generations.
The beautiful Martina Josefina Catalina Cucaracha doesn’t know
coffee beans about love and marriage, so when suitors come
calling, what is she to do? Luckily, she has her Cuban family to
help!
While some of the Cucarachas offer Martina gifts to make her
more attractive, only Abuela, her grandmother, gives her some
useful advice: spill coffee on his shoes to see how he handles
anger. At first, Martina is skeptical of her Abuela’s suggestion,
but when suitor after suitor fails the Coffee Test, she wonders if
a little green cockroach can ever find true love.
Martin Luther King, Jr., was one of the most influential and
gifted speakers of all time. Doreen Rappaport uses quotes from
some of his most beloved speeches to tell the story of his life
and his work in a simple, direct way. Bryan Collier's stunning
collage art combines remarkable watercolor paintings with
vibrant patterns and textures. A timeline and a list of additional
books and web sites help make this a standout biography of Dr.
King.
On August 28, 1963, Martin Luther King, Jr. gave his famous "I
Have a Dream" speech from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial,
and his strong voice and powerful message were joined and
lifted in song by world-renowned gospel singer Mahalia
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Jackson. It was a moment that changed the course of history
and is imprinted in minds forever. Told through Andrea Davis
Pinkney's poetic prose and Brian Pinkney's evocative
illustration, the stories of these two powerful voices and lives
are told side-by-side -- as they would one day walk -- following
the journey from their youth to a culmination at this historical
event when they united as one and inspiring kids to find their
own voices and speak up for what is right.
The president of the United States is coming to visit Marvin's
class. He's even going to answer one question from each kid!
Plus the whole thing is going to be on TV. Marvin is nervous.
What if someone steals his question? What if he can't speak
when it's his turn? Will he look silly in front of the president and
everyone watching?
Ming Lo's wife is angry. The couple live beside a big mountain
which causes them no end of trouble. Shadows fall over their
garden. Rocks fall through their roof. And it is always raining.
"Husband," says Ming Lo's wife, "you must move the mountain
so that we may enjoy our house in peace." But how can a man
as small as Ming Lo move something as large as a mountain?
Maybe the village wise man can help. This whimsical literary
folktale is set in China.
It's the first day of kindergarten and Miss Bindergarten is hard
at work getting the classroom ready for her twenty-six new
students. Meanwhile, Adam Krupp wakes up, Brenda Heath
brushes her teeth, and Christopher Beaker finds his sneaker.
Miss Bindergarten puts the finishing touches on the room just in
time, and the students arrive. Now the fun can begin!
When Nicki drops his white mitten in the snow, he goes on
without realizing that it is missing.
One by one, woodland animals find it and crawl in; first, a
curious mole, then a rabbit, a badger and others, each one
larger than the last. Finally, a big brown bear is followed in
by a tiny brown mouse and what happens next makes for
a wonderfully funny climax.
New York City’s Fire Company Number 11 is in trouble. A deadly
snowstorm is blowing, and many of the volunteers are sick in
bed. When the fire alarm sounds, who will answer the call?
Who will save the neighborhood? Molly Williams, the
company’s cook, for one! Clapping a weathered leather helmet
on her head, strapping spatterdashes over her woolen leggings,
and pulling on heavy work gloves —it’s Molly, by golly, to the
rescue. Young readers will enjoy plucky Molly Williams’s
legendary adventure as they learn how fires were fought in the
early 1800s.
Simply told, grandly shown, and now with eight additional
pages of brand-new art and more in-depth information about
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the historic moon landing, here is the flight of Apollo 11. Here
for a new generation of readers and explorers are the steady
astronauts clicking themselves into gloves and helmets,
strapping themselves into sideways seats. Here are their great
machines in all their detail and monumentality, the ROAR of
rockets, and the silence of the Moon. Here is a story of
adventure and discovery—a story of leaving and returning
during the summer of 1969, and a story of home, seen whole,
from far away.
Bruce the bear likes to keep to himself. That, and eat eggs. But
when his hard-boiled goose eggs turn out to be real, live
goslings, he starts to lose his appetite. And even worse, the
goslings are convinced he's their mother. Bruce tries to get the
geese to go south, but he can't seem to rid himself of his new
companions. What's a bear to do?
Charlie has autism. His brain works in a special way. It's harder
for him to make friends. Or show his true feelings. Or stay safe."
But as his big sister tells us, for everything that Charlie can't do
well, there are plenty more things that he's good at. He knows
the names of all the American presidents. He knows stuff about
airplanes. And he can even play the piano better than anyone
he knows.Actress and national autism spokesperson Holly
Robinson Peete collaborates with her daughter on this book
based on Holly's 10-year-old son, who has autism.
When Elmer Elevator tells a stray cat about his dream of being
able to fly, he learns of a captive dragon on Wild Island. The
dragon has been forced by the jungle residents to serve as their
shuttle across a wide river — and anyone who rescues the
dragon from its cruel captors might be entitled to a free ride.
Elmer needs no further encouragement to stow away aboard a
ship to the island, where he matches wits with hungry tigers, an
irate gorilla, cranky crocodiles, and other moody creatures.
Yoon's name means "shining wisdom," and when she writes it in
Korean, it looks happy, like dancing figures. But her father tells
her that she must learn to write it in English. In English, all the
lines and circles stand alone, which is just how Yoon feels in the
United States. Yoon isn't sure that she wants to be YOON. At
her new school, she tries out different names―maybe CAT or
BIRD. Maybe CUPCAKE!
There's nothing worse than a rotten redheaded older brother
who can do everything you can do better! Patricia's brother
Richard could run the fastest, climb the highest, and spit the
farthest and still smile his extra-rotten, greeny-toothed, weaseleyed grin. But when little Patricia wishes on a shooting star that
she could do something—anything—to show him up, she finds
out just what wishes—and rotten redheaded older brothers—
can really do. Patricia Polacco's boldly and exuberantly painted
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pictures tell a lively and warmhearted tale of comic oneupsmanship and brotherly love.
Using the beautiful photographic matching games inspired by
National Geographic Little Kids magazine, curious children will
be entertained by the satisfying puzzles using shapes, both in
isolation and in their environments.
Young children are able to learn important skills such as
naming, sorting, rhyming, counting, matching, and finding
through fun, interactive games and activities. These popular
games featured throughout the National Geographic Little Kids
Magazine incorporate stunning photography in order to
demonstrate these early concepts. Children will also learn the
basic understanding of simple patterns and how to identify
them. Through photography, colorful designs, and simple text
children are able to learn quickly with this exciting and
approachable tool.
Young children will learn important skills such as naming,
sorting, rhyming, counting, matching, and finding through fun,
interactive games and activities. These popular games featured
in National Geographic Little Kids magazine use beautiful
National Geographic photography to demonstrate early
concepts.In this book, curious children will be entertained by
the satisfying puzzles based on opposite matches, both in
isolation and in their environments.
Using the beautiful photographic counting games inspired by
those in National Geographic Little Kids magazine, curious
children will learn to find likeness in different animals despite
differences in size, development, color, or species.
At once an artist, inventor, engineer, and scientist, da Vinci
wrote and drew detailed descriptions of what would later
become hang gliders, automobiles, robots, and much more. In
Neo Geo, Gene Barretta cleverly shows how Leonardo's
ideas―many inspired by his love of nature―foreshadowed
modern inventions, offering a window into the future.
Follow a pair of birds on a snowflake-filled journey though a
gorgeous winter landscape to explore how everything
everywhere is wonderfully unique—from branches and leaves
to forests and trees to friends and loved ones.
Owen’s fuzzy yellow blanket is his favorite possession.
Everywhere Owen goes, his blanket goes with him. Upstairs,
downstairs, in-between. Inside, outside, upside down.
Everywhere! Owen’s parents are in despair—soon Owen will
begin school, and he can’t take Fuzzy with him then. Whatever
can be done?
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Pete the Cat bites into a bad banana and decides that he never,
ever wants to eat another banana again. But Pete really likes
bananas!
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Pete the Cat makes one giant, tasty sandwich for lunch. But
what's the fun in eating lunch without your friends?
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Pete thinks he found a new best friend. But when his caterpillar
goes missing, Pete has to find out what happened to his new
friend. Pete is in for one wild surprise at the end!
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Count down with Pete in this rocking story that makes counting
fun! Pete the Cat is wearing his favorite shirt—the one with the
four totally groovy buttons.
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But when one falls off, does Pete cry? Goodness, no! He just
keeps on singing his song—after all, what could be groovier
than three groovy buttons?
Pete the Cat is one groovy cat at finding shells and building sand
castles at the beach. But when it gets too hot, there’s only one
way to cool off—jump into the ocean! Except Pete might be a
scaredy-cat when it comes to the water.
Pete the Cat is rocking in his school shoes. Pete discovers the
library, the lunch room, the playground, and lots of other cool
places at school. And no matter where he goes, Pete never
stops moving and grooving and singing his song...because it’s all
good.
Pete the Cat is going scuba diving! Before he hits the water,
Captain Joe tells him about all the sea creatures he can
encounter, and Pete is super excited to see a seahorse. But
when he is suited up and swimming around, he has to search
high and low to find the little guy. In this aquatic adventure,
Pete makes a new friend and gets a big surprise!
Pete the Cat goes walking down the street wearing his brandnew white shoes. Along the way, his shoes change from white
to red to blue to brown to WET as he steps in piles of
strawberries, blueberries, and other big messes!
But no matter what color his shoes are, Pete keeps movin' and
groovin' and singing his song...because it's all good. Pete the
Cat: I Love My White Shoes asks the reader questions about the
colors of different foods and objects—kids love to interact with
the story.

Pete the Cat – Substitute Teacher (I
can read)

Eric Litwin
and James
Dean

Limited
Numbers
Now

280L

PreK-3

Pete the Cat's Train Trip (I can read)

Eric Litwin
and James
Dean

Available

280L

PreK-3

Pigeon: Don’t Let Pigeon Drive the
Bus

Mo Willems

Available

AD470L

PreK-1

Pigeon: Don’t Let Pigeon Stay Up
Late

Mo Willems

AD470L

PreK-1

Pigeon: Pigeon Finds a Hot Dog

Mo Willems

Not
available
now –
orderd
Limited
Numbers

AD470L

PreK-1

Pigeon: Pigeon Wants a Puppy

Mo Willems

Available

AD470L

PreK-1

Pigeon: Duckling Gets a Cookie

Mo Willems

AD470L

PreK-1

Piggy: There’s a Bird on Your Head

Mo Willems

Not
available
now
Limited
Numbers

270L

PreK-1

Pink and Say

Patricia
Polacco

Available

660L

1-4

When Pete goes to school, he finds out his teacher is out sick
and the substitute teacher is . . . his mom! It’s up to Pete to
teach the teacher what school is all about. Beginning readers
will enjoy this story about Pete and his mom working together
to make the most awesome teaching team ever!
Pete can't wait to visit Grandma, especially because he gets to
take a train ride to see her! The conductor gives Pete a tour of
the train, and Pete gets to see the engine and honk the horn.
Pete even makes new friends and plays games on board. What
a cool ride!
Pete the Cat's Train Trip is a My First I Can Read! book, perfect
for shared reading with a child. Fans of Pete the Cat will delight
as Pete takes the grooviest train trip in this hilarious adventure.
When a bus driver takes a break from his route, a very unlikely
volunteer springs up to take his place-a pigeon! But you've
never met one like this before. As he pleads, wheedles, and
begs his way through the book, children will love being able to
answer back and decide his fate.
Pigeon wants to stay up late! But what happens when he does
…?

When Pigeon finds a delicious hot dog, he can hardly wait to
shove the entire thing in his beak. But . . . then a very sly and
hungry duckling enters the scene and wants a bite. Who will be
the more clever bird?I
He really, really, REALLY wants one. He'll take really good care
of it! What's the matter--don't you want him to be happy?The
latest book in the best-selling Pigeon series is the funniest one
yet.
The Duckling asks for a cookie -- and gets one! Do you think the
Pigeon is happy about that?

Gerald and Piggie are best friends!
Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.
Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.
Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to.
He was wounded in a fierce battle and left for dead in a pasture
somewhere in Georgia when Pinkus found him. Pinkus' skin was
the color of polished mahogany, and he was flying Union colors
like the wounded boy, and he picked him up out of the field and
brought him to where the black soldier's mother, Moe Moe
Bay, lived. She had soft, gentle hands and cared for him and her

Pink. But the two boys were putting her in danger, two Union
soldiers in Confederate territory! They had to get back to their
outfits. Scared and uncertain, the boys were faced with a hard
decision, and then marauding Confederate troops rode in. In
this Civil War story passed from great-grandfather to
grandmother, to son, and finally to the author-artist herself,
Patricia Polacco once again celebrates the shared humanity of
the peoples of this world.
Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

Pitch and Throw, Grasp and Know –
Synonym
Words are CATegorical Series:
Quirky, Jerky, Extra Perky –
Adjectives
Words are CATegorical Series:
Raj and the Best Day Ever

Brian Cleary

Available

AD590L

2-5

Brian Cleary

Available

AD590L

2-5

Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

Sebastian
Braun

PreK-2

Raj and Dad are going on an adventure. They plan a list of all
the things they will do. But then disaster strikes! Dad has left his
wallet at home, and Raj thinks their day will be ruined. But
maybe Raj and Dad can still have a great day—all they need is
their imaginations and each other's company!

Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry
(Chapter Book)

Mildred
Taylor

Not
available
now –
one order
Limited
Numbers

3-8

Rosa

Nikki
Giovanni

available

Rough Faced Girl, A Cinderella Story

Rafe Martin

available

Set in Mississippi at the height of the Depression, this is the
story of one family's struggle to maintain their integrity, pride,
and independence in the face of racism and social injustice. And
it is also Cassie's story - Cassie Logan, an independent girl who
discovers over the course of an important year why having land
of their own is so crucial to the Logan family, even as she learns
to draw strength from her own sense of dignity and selfrespect.
On December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks boarded a Montgomery,
Alabama city bus and refused to give up her seat to a white
man, an act that ignited a movement that changed modern
history.
From Algonquin Indian folklore comes a powerful, haunting
rendition of Cinderella.

AD540L

2-6

In a village by the shores of Lake Ontario lived an invisible
being. All the young women wanted to marry him because he
was rich, powerful, and supposedly very handsome. But to
marry the invisible being the women had to prove to his sister
that they had seen him. And none had been able to get past the
sister's stern, all-knowing gaze. Then came the Rough-Face girl,
scarred from working by the fire. Could she succeed where her
beautiful, cruel sisters had failed?

Salsa

Jorge
Argueta

available

AD610L

PreK-2

Secrets of Droon

Tony Abbott

Limited
Numbers

580L

2-5

Sick Day for Amos McGee

Philip Stead

available

580L

PreK-2

Silly Sally

Audrey
Wood

Not
available
now ordered

AD680L

PreK-3

Sky Boys

Deborah
Hopkinson

available

770L

Prek-4

In this new cooking poem, Jorge Argueta brings us a fun and
easy recipe for a yummy salsa. A young boy and his sister gather
the ingredients and grind them up in a molcajete, just like their
ancestors used to do, singing and dancing all the while.
Features illustrations in Mayan style.
When Neal and Julie agree to help Eric straighten up his
basement, they never imagine that they're in for more than
getting a little dusty. But as the three kids follow a soccer ball
into the small room under the basement stairs, the floor
suddenly evaporates to reveal a rainbow staircase to another
world!Before they have a chance to look around, they are
caught in the midst of a battle. Shiny red men riding giant
lizards are shooting arrows straight at them. They are saved by
Princess Keeah of Droon who tells them the red men are
warriors for the evil Lord Sparr. She promises to help them get
home if they will carry a message for her.The message is
delivered successfully but the brave Keeah has been captured
by Lord Sparr. Equipped with a cape of invisibility, a six legged
camel/horse, and a talkative spider-troll named Max, the three
children manage to sneak in and rescue Keeah.Astride a magic
carpet, Julie, Eric, Neal, and Keeah fly to the stairs that will take
the three "Upper World" children back home. The kids are
astonished to discover that no time has passed back in their
own world. But even as they marvel at their adventure, they
realize that Princess Keeah has left them a secret message: Your
dreams will tell you to return!
Friends come in all sorts of shapes and sizes. In Amos McGee’s
case, all sorts of species, too! Every day he spends a little bit of
time with each of his friends at the zoo, running races with the
tortoise, keeping the shy penguin company, and even reading
bedtime stories to the owl. But when Amos is too sick to make
it to the zoo, his animal friends decide it’s time they returned
the favor.
Dance a jig with a silly pig. Play leapfrog with a silly dog. And
that's just the beginning of all the fun! Come along and join Silly
Sally and her outrageous friends as they parade into town in a
most unusual way. "Exploding with whimsy, humor, and zest. . .
. Be prepared to read this one a thousand times!"--Booklist
(starred review)
The unbeatable team of Deborah Hopkinson and James E.
Ransome present a riveting brick-by-brick account of how one
of the most amazing accomplishments in American architecture
came to be. Join a young boy as he watches the Empire State
Building being constructed from scratch, then travels to the top
to look down on all of New York City in 1931.

Sky Color

Peter
Reynolds

available

550L

K-4

Sky Painter - story of artist Louis
Fuertes

Margarita
Engle

Limited
numbers

970L

1-4

Slide and Slurp, Scratch and Burp –
Verbs
Words are CATegorical Series:
Stop and Go, Yes and No – Antonym
Words are CATegorical Series:
Snow Treasure: A True Story of How
Children Saved a Treasure

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

Marie
McSwigan

Limited
Numbers

690L

3-7

Snowmen at Night

Caralyn
Buehner

Limited
Number

890L

PreK-2

Snowy Day

available

500L

PreK-1

Splat the Cat and the Quick Chicks

Ezra Jack
Keats
Rob Scotton

available

480L

PreK-3

Splat the Cat Gets a Job

Rob Scotton

Limited
number

480L

PreK-3

In the bleak winter of 1940, Nazi troops parachuted into Peter
Lundstrom's tiny Norwegian village and held it captive. Nobody
thought the Nazis could be defeated—until Uncle Victor told
Peter how the children could fool the enemy. It was a
dangerous plan. They had to slip past Nazi guards with nine
million dollars in gold hidden on their sleds. It meant risking
their country's treasure—and their lives. This classic story of
how a group of children outwitted the Nazis and sent the
treasure to America has captivated generations of readers.
Have you ever built a snowman and discovered the next day
that his grin has gotten a little crooked, or his tree-branch arms
have moved? And you've wondered . . . what do snowmen do at
night? This delightful wintertime tale reveals all!
The magic and wonder of winter’s first snowfall is perfectly
captured in Ezra Jack Keat’s Caldecott Medal-winning picture
book.
When Splat takes the chicks home overnight, they hatch and
run loose around his house! They pop up in the bathroom, hide
inside his socks, and fall asleep in the paint box! Will Splat be
able to round them all up?
Splat is so excited to be the new newspaper cat! But getting up
super early, keeping track of all those papers, and delivering to
all those houses sure isn’t as easy as it looks. With help from

Marisol loves to paint. So when her teacher asks her to help
make a mural for the school library, she can’t wait to begin! But
how can Marisol make a sky without blue paint? After gazing
out the bus window and watching from her porch as day turns
into night, she closes her eyes and starts to dream. . . . From the
award-winning Peter H. Reynolds comes a gentle, playful
reminder that if we keep our hearts open and look beyond the
expected, creative inspiration will come.
Louis loves to watch birds. He takes care of injured birds and
studies how they look and how they move. His father wants him
to become an engineer, but Louis dreams of being a bird artist.
To achieve this dream, he must practice, practice, practice. He
learns from the art of John James Audubon. But as Louis grows
up, he begins to draw and paint living, flying birds in their
natural habitats. Louis Agassiz Fuertes (1874–1927) is now
known as the father of modern bird art
Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

Splat and Seymore, Best Friends – I
Can Read

Rob Scotton

Not
available
now ordered

480L

PreK-3

Splat the Cat Whale of a Tale

Rob Scotton

Limited
Number

480L

PreK-3

Spoon

Amy Krouse
Rosenthal

available

320L

PreK-1

Stella Luna

Janell
Cannon

available

550L

Prek-3

Strega Nona

Tomie
dePaola

available

AD730L

PreK-3

Stuart Little

E.B.White

Limited
numbers

920L

3-7

Sweet Clara and the Freedom Quilt

Deborah
Hopkinson

available

AD680L

PreK-3

Kitten, and some cool inventions, can Splat figure out how to
toss papers like a pro?
When Splat plans a sweet surprise for his best pal, he
unintentionally makes Seymour worry that their friendship is
coming to an end. Will all the silliness split this pair apart or
bring them closer than ever? Beginning readers will practice the
-ore sound and delight in the hilarious measures Splat takes to
surprise his best friend in this easy-to-read addition to the Splat
series.
Splat is excited because his grandfather told Splat that you can
hear the sea if you put a seashell up to your ear. Splat is
determined to discover a shell like that to bring back for his
grandfather. But as hard as he looks on the beach, all he can
find is broken shells. Until he gets some help from a new
friend—a whale.
He's always been a happy little utensil. But lately, he feels like
life as a spoon just isn't cutting it. He thinks Fork, Knife, and The
Chopsticks all have it so much better than him. But do they?
And what do they think about Spoon?
Knocked from her mother’s safe embrace by an attacking owl,
Stellaluna lands headfirst in a bird’s nest. This adorable baby
fruit bat’s world is literally turned upside down when she is
adopted by the occupants of the nest and adapts to their
peculiar bird habits.
Strega Nona—"Grandma Witch"—is the source for potions,
cures, magic, and comfort in her Calabrian town. Her magical
everfull pasta pot is especially intriguing to hungry Big Anthony.
He is supposed to look after her house and tend her garden but
one day, when she goes over the mountain to visit Strega
Amelia, Big Anthony recites the magic verse over the pasta pot,
with disastrous results.
Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a family of humans,
he lives in New York City with his parents, his older brother
George, and Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful,
he's also a true lover of adventure.
Stuart's greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a
beautiful little bird named Margalo, disappears from her nest.
Determined to track her down, Stuart ventures away from
home for the very first time in his life. He finds adventure
aplenty. But will he find his friend?
Clara, a slave and seamstress on Home Plantation, dreams of
freedom—not just for herself, but for her family and friends.
When she overhears a conversation about the Underground
Railroad, she has a flash of inspiration. Using scraps of cloth
from her work in the Big House and scraps of information

Swimmy

Leo Lionni

available

690L

Prek-2

Thank you Mr. Falker

Patricia
Polacco

available

650L

K-4

The Real Slam Dunk

Charisse
Richardson

Limited
Number

590L

K-3

Three Little Wolves and the Big Bad
Pig

Eugene
Trivizas

??

700L

2-5

True Story of the Three Little Pigs

Jon Scieszka

available

AD510L

K=3

Tikki Tikki Tembo

Arlene Mosel

AD910L

PreK-2

To Root, to toot, parachute – Verb
Words are CATegorical Series

Brian Cleary

AD590L

2-5

available

gathered from other slaves, she fashions a map that the master
would never even recognize. . . .
Deep in the sea lives a happy school of fish. Their watery world
is full of wonders, but there is also danger, and the little fish are
afraid to come out of hiding . . . until Swimmy comes along.
Swimmy shows his friends how—with ingenuity and team
work—they can overcome any danger.
Patricia Polacco is now one of America's most loved children's
book creators, but once upon a time, she was a little girl named
Trisha starting school. Trisha could paint and draw beautifully,
but when she looked at words on a page, all she could see was
jumble. It took a very special teacher to recognize little Trisha's
dyslexia: Mr. Falker, who encouraged her to overcome her
reading disability. Patricia Polacco will never forget him, and
neither will we.
Marcus Robinson is psyched! Tomorrow, his class is going on a
field trip to a professional basketball arena to meet the one and
only Jason Carter, Marcus's hero. Marcus usually ignores
everything except for basketball, but this time he studies for
hours to win the math contest-for the prize of being the official
Jason Carter greeter! But when Jason tells Marcus some things
he didn't expect to hear about professional basketball, Marcus
is confused. He thought that all he'd ever need in life was
basketball. Thanks to Jason, Marcus is about to learn the
meaning of a real slam dunk.
When it comes time for the three little wolves to go out into the
world and build themselves a house, their mother warns them
to beware the big bad pig. But the little wolves' increasingly
sturdy dwellings are no match for the persistent porker, who
has more up his sleeve than huffing and puffing. It takes a
chance encounter with a flamingo pushing a wheelbarrow full
of flowers to provide a surprising and satisfying solution to the
little wolves' housing crisis.
In this hysterical and clever fracture fairy tale picture book that
twists point of view and perspective, young readers will finally
hear the other side of the story of “The Three Little Pigs.”
Three decades and more than one million copies later children
still love hearing about the boy with the long name who fell
down the well. Arlene Mosel and Blair Lent's classic re-creation
of an ancient Chinese folktale has hooked legions of children,
teachers, and parents, who return, generation after generation,
to learn about the danger of having such an honorable name as
Tikki tikki tembo-no sa rembo-chari bari ruchi-pip peri pembo.
Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

Too Many Tamales

Gary Soto

available

580L

PreK-3

Tornado Terror

Lauren
Tarshis

Limited
Number

870L

2-5

Tree Lady: The True Story of How
One Tree Loving Woman Changed a
City Forever.

H. Joseph
Hopkins

available

760L

K-5

Uncle Jed's Barbershop

Margaree
King Mitchell

available

AD640L

PreK-2

Under Over by the Clover –
Prepositions
Words are CATegorical Series
Very Hungry Caterpillar (English and
Spanish)

Brian Cleary

available

AD590L

2-5

Eric Carle

available

AD460L

PreKyrsGr1

Violet’s Music

Angela
Johnson

Not
available
now

PreK-3

Christmas Eve started out so perfectly for Maria. Snow had
fallen and the streets glittered. Maria's favorite cousins were
coming over and she got to help make the tamales for
Christmas dinner. It was almost too good to be true when her
mother left the kitchen for a moment and Maria got to try on
her beautiful diamond ring . . .
The Tri-State Tornado of 1925 was the deadliest tornado strike
in American history, tearing through three states and killing 700
people. Almost a century later, the Joplin Tornado was a milewide monster that nearly destroyed theheart of a vibrant city.
The author of the New York Times best-selling I Survived series
now brings you the vivid and true stories of two young people
who survived these terrifying twisters, along with fascinating
facts abouttornadoes and profiles of the well-respected
scientists and storm chasers who study them.
Katherine Olivia Sessions never thought she’d live in a place
without trees. After all, Kate grew up among the towering pines
and redwoods of Northern California. But after becoming the
first woman to graduate from the University of California with a
degree in science, she took a job as a teacher far south in the
dry desert town of San Diego. Where there were almost no
trees.
Everyone has a favorite relative. For Sarah Jean, it’s her Uncle
Jed. Living in the segregated South of the 1920s, where most
people are sharecroppers, Uncle Jed is the only black barber in
the county and has to travel all over the county to cut his
customers’ hair.
Silly rhymes and fun cartoons bring parts of speech to life and
make them memorable

Carle's classic tale of a voracious caterpillar who eats his way
through the days of the week and then changes into a beautiful
butterfly has been reissued in a sumptuous twenty-fifth
anniversary edition with a shiny, silver-coated cover and
wonderfully thick, durably pages.
There's nothing Violet loves more than music, and she plays or
sings every chance she gets. But where are the other kids like
her-kids who think and dream music all day long? As a baby, in
kindergarten, at the beach and the zoo, she never gives up
looking for companions. And then one summer day...
Bright, lively, and lyrical, this is a book for kids who march to a
different drummer. Violet's Music sings to us that the right
friend is always out there-as long as we keep looking and
hoping, and above all, staying true to ourselves.

You Read to Me – I read to you: Very Mary Ann
Short Mother Goose
Hoberman

available

PreK-3

You Read to Me – I read to you: Very Mary Ann
Short Scary Stories (Silly)
Hoberman

available

PreK-3

You Read to Me – I read to you: Very Mary Ann
Short Stories
Hoberman

available

PreK-3

Walking Through Africa: A Rhyme in
Zulu

Translated by
Henry
Diamini

Not
available
now ordered

Wangari's Trees of Peace

Jeanette
Winter

available

We Don’t Eat Our Classmates

Ryan T.
Higgins

Not
available
nowordered

Weather Words

Gail Gibbons

Limited
Numbers

AD590L

PreK-3

Wemberly Worried

Kevin Henkes

available

AD480L

PreK-4

AD600L

PreK-3

PreK-2

Designed with budding readers in mind, each of the tales is set
in three columns with color-coded type as a script for two
voices to read separately and together. These tales with a twist
will delight and amuse young readers!
Not too scary – mostly silly stories. Do you like your mind all
jumpy?
Do you like your skin all bumpy?
If you do, then take a look
At the stories in this book!
A unique book 'in two voices' that uses traditional reading
teaching techniques (alliteration, rhyme, repetition, short
sentences) to invite young children to read along with an adult.
Each of the twelve short stories fit on one spread and features
childlike themes - family, friendship, pets and seasons. With
clear, color-coded typography and amusing illustrations, this
collection is sure to entertain.
Take a trip around the world in this series of authentic songs,
rhymes, and lullabies. Adapted from a traditional song in both
Zulu and English, listing the animals that a child sees on her
walk through South Africa. Each piece is translated and
illustrated by linguists and artists from each respective world
region.
As a young girl growing up in Kenya, Wangari was surrounded
by trees. But years later when she returns home, she is shocked
to see whole forests being cut down, and she knows that soon
all the trees will be destroyed. So Wangari decides to do
something—and starts by planting nine seedlings in her own
backyard. And as they grow, so do her plans .
This true story of Wangari Maathai, environmentalist and
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, is a shining example of how
one woman’s passion, vision, and determination inspired great
change.
It's the first day of school for Penelope Rex, and she can't wait
to meet her classmates. But it's hard to make human friends
when they're so darn delicious! That is, until Penelope gets a
taste of her own medicine and finds she may not be at the top
of the food chain after all. . . . Readers will gobble up this
hilarious new story from award-winning author-illustrator Ryan
T. Higgins.
Everyone talks about the weather, but what does it all mean? In
clear, accessible language, Gail Gibbons introduces many
common terms--like moisture, air pressure, and temperature-and their definitions.
Wemberly worried about spilling her juice, about shrinking in
the bathtub, even about snakes in the radiator. She worried
morning, noon, and night. "Worry, worry, worry," her family
said. "Too much worry."

We’re in the Wrong Book

Richard
Byrne

Limited
numbers

AD500L

PreK-3

When Sophie Gets Really Really
Angry

Molly Bang

available

BR60L

PreK-3

Where the Wild Things Are

Maurice
Sendak

available

AD740L

PreK-3

Wilma Unlimited

Kathleen
Krull

Limited
Numbers

AD850L

PreK-4

Word Collector

Peter
Reynolds

490L

PreK-3

And Wemberly worried about one thing most of all: her first day
of school. But when it's time to go back to school and she meets
a fellow worrywart in her class, Wemberly realizes that school is
too much fun to waste time worrying!
When a potato sack race goes awry, Bella and Ben find
themselves bumped from their familiar page into uncharted
territory. It's a brave new world of lollipops and sphinxes―and
Bella and Ben are on one page-turning adventure. How will they
find their way back into their very own book?
Everybody gets angry sometimes. For children, anger can be
very upsetting. Parents, teachers, and children can talk about it.
People do lots of different things when they get angry. In this
Caldecott Honor book, kids will see what Sophie does when she
gets angry.
When Max dresses in his wolf suit and causes havoc in the
house, his mother sends him to bed. From there, Max sets sail
to an island inhabited by the Wild Things, who name him king
and share a wild rumpus with him. But then from far away
across the world, Max smells good things to eat...
Before Wilma Rudolph was five years old, polio had paralyzed
her left leg. Everyone said she would never walk again. But
Wilma refused to believe it. Not only would she walk again, she
vowed, she'd run. And she did run—all the way to the Olympics,
where she became the first American woman to earn three gold
medals in a single Olympiad.
In this extraordinary new tale from Peter H. Reynolds, Jerome
discovers the magic of the words all around him -- short and
sweet words, two-syllable treats, and multisyllable words that
sound like little songs. Words that connect, transform, and
empower.

